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The real estate is offered at public auction in its present, “as is where is” condition and is accepted by the buyer 
without any expressed or implied warranties or representations from the seller or McCurdy Auction, LLC. It is 
incumbent upon buyer to exercise buyer’s own due diligence, investigation, and evaluation of suitability of use for the 
real estate prior to bidding. It is buyer’s responsibility to have any and all desired inspections completed prior to 
bidding including, but not limited to, the following: roof; structure; termite; environmental; survey; encroachments; 
groundwater; flood designation; presence of lead-based paint or lead based paint hazards; presence of radon; 
presence of asbestos; presence of mold; electrical; appliances; heating; air conditioning; mechanical; plumbing 
(including water well, septic, or lagoon compliance); sex offender registry information; flight patterns, or any other 
desired inspection. Any information provided or to be provided by seller or McCurdy was obtained from a variety of 
sources and seller and McCurdy have not made any independent investigation or verification of such information and 
make no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. Auction announcements take 
precedence over anything previously stated or printed. Total purchase price will include a 10% buyer’s premium 
($1,500.00 minimum) added to the final bid.  
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June 1, 2020  

Sharon Congdon  
3530 W. 93rd St. N. 
Valley Center, KS 

Ref:  Structural Evaluation 
3530 W. 93rd St. N. 
Valley Center, KS 

Sharon, 

On May 26, 2020 I went to the above referenced home for the purpose of evaluating the homes structural 
condition. This is a two story home built in 1945. The exterior of the home is wood siding with brick accents. The 
home is sitting on both a full depth basement foundation and a shallow crawlspace foundation. The homes 
foundation walls, basement floor slab and garage floor slab are cast-in-place concrete. There is a one-car attached 
garage. 

General Statement Which Applies To Most Homes 

When soil settles next to the foundation, depressed soil areas are created that can pond water. This situation leads 
to saturated soil adjacent to the homes foundation. When soil is saturated it loses some of its load carrying 
capacity or bearing capacity. Shallow foundations such as garage and crawlspace foundations are more 
susceptible to saturated soil than the deeper basement foundations. These shallow foundations will tend to settle 
vertically downward over time when subjected to saturated soil and these shallow foundations will generally settle 
vertically downward at a faster rate than a deeper basement foundation. The deeper basement foundation walls 
will tend to be pushed inwards by external soil pressure (due to expansive clay) when subjected to saturated soil. 
The corners of a home’s foundation, where the gutter downspouts are located, tend to settle at a faster rate than 
the rest of the home because more water is being discharged onto the ground near the downspouts and the soil 
stays saturated longer than at locations away from the downspouts. Foundations located below the base of roof 
valleys are also subjected to more water being discharged off of the roof during heavier rain events. Garden 
edging such as brick or concrete pavestones, landscape timber, steel edging or plastic edging placed parallel 
(within approximately four to six feet) to basement foundation walls can create a “planter” effect which can hold 
water adjacent to a home's foundation walls. This leads to saturated soil adjacent to the homes foundation which 
can accelerate the vertical downward settlement of shallow crawlspace and garage foundations and the inward 
movement of the home’s deeper basement foundation walls due to external soil pressure. During times of drought 
the clay content in the soil shrinks and can leave voids beneath the garage and crawlspace foundations. When this 
occurs then the weight of the structure will settled downwards to try and fill these voids.  
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After looking at the home from both the exterior and interior I made the following observations:  

Exterior

For this evaluation I shall call the front of the home south.  

The soil in this area of greater Wichita tends to be a sandier loam with less expansive clay which means less 
probability for the inward movement of basement walls due to external soil pressure and less probability of 
vertical downward settlement of shallow crawlspace and garage foundations due to saturated clay soil over time. 

Many times the roof rafters of homes from this period were constructed of two by four lumber on two foot centers 
which would be considered undersized by today’s standards. Any roof rafter sag is set-in and cannot be 
straightened without breaking the roof rafter so the only option is to replace them at some point in the future when 
the home needs a complete roof job. If roof sags in a home from this period do not pond water I consider them 
cosmetic and not a structural concern. The homes roof structure appears to be in good condition. 

This style of home, with open eaves, did not have a roof gutter system when originally constructed. During the 
years between the homes construction and when the roof gutters were installed water was free to run off of the 
homes roof down to the soil adjacent to the homes foundation walls. It is likely that the majority of any inward 
movement and/or downward settlement of the homes foundation walls occurred during this early period when 
there were no roof gutters installed. At some point roof gutters were added to some of the homes horizontal roof 
eaves. I would recommend that new seamless metal roof guttering be added to the homes upper roof horizontal 
roof eaves. The uncontrolled volume of roof run-off from the homes upper roof during heavier rain events most 
likely causes the lower roof gutters to overflow. Saturated soil adjacent to the homes basement foundation walls, 
over time, can cause accelerated inward movement of the homes basement foundation walls due to external soil 
pressure. The homes gutter downspouts are discharging water too close to the homes foundation. The gutter 
downspouts should be extended at least five feet away from the homes foundation and any settled soil areas 
adjacent to the homes foundation walls should be regraded to drain away from the homes foundation walls.  

The homes gutter downspouts are either routed underground or extended an adequate distance from the homes 
foundation walls. I recommend that the below ground portion of the homes downspout drains be checked to make 
sure they are not blocked with debris or silt. 

The homes large north fireplace chimney structure appears to be in good structural condition with no obvious 
signs of downward settlement. 

There is a large Cedar tree growing within a few feet from the homes north basement foundation wall. At some 
point in time I would expect the trees root system to start pushing inwards on the homes north basement 
foundation wall. Tree debris from this tree will occasionally plug the homes gutter downspouts which will cause 
water to cascade out of the homes north roof gutters down to the soil adjacent to the homes north basement 
foundation wall. Saturated soil adjacent to the homes north basement foundation wall, over time, can cause 
accelerated inward movement of the homes north basement foundation wall due to external soil pressure. I 
recommend that the large Cedar tree growing within a few feet from the homes north basement foundation wall be 
removed and the remaining soil be re-graded to help water run to the north away from the homes north basement 
foundation wall. 

The homes south basement foundation wall has moved inwards approximately one to two inches due to external 
soil pressure. This inward movement is due to poor grading and drainage adjacent to the homes south basement 
foundation wall over time. The south basement window frames have been pushed inwards and a long horizontal 
crack has formed in the brick mortar between the tops of the homes south basement window frames. This long 
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horizontal crack is common in this situation and represents the hinge point between where the homes south 
basement foundation wall is pushing inwards and the homes south brick wall is trying to remain vertical.  

The homes east basement foundation wall is completely hidden from exterior view by the homes east addition. 

The south, east and north shallow crawlspace foundation walls of the homes east addition appear to be in good 
structural condition. 

The homes north basement foundation wall has moved inwards less than one inch due to external soil pressure. 
This inward movement is due to poor grading and drainage adjacent to the homes north basement foundation wall 
over time. This degree of inward movement is cosmetic and not a structural concern at this time. 

The homes west basement foundation wall is mostly hidden from exterior view by the homes west addition. The 
visible portions of the south end of the homes west basement foundation wall appears to be in good structural 
condition. 

The homes west addition appears to have originally been a two car garage. At some point the east bay of the 
garage was converted to living space. The garage portion of the floor slab appears to be in good structural 
condition. It is typical for the shallow foundations of a garage to settle downwards at a faster rate than the deeper 
basement foundation portion of the home it is attached to. This can cause various stretching of the wall finishes 
inside the garage structure near the main home walls.  

I did not see any other obvious structural issues on the exterior of the home. Some vertical downward settlement 
and some inward movement of foundation walls is typical for a home of this age and location.  

Interior 

Finished basement walls restrict the ability to properly inspect the interior surfaces of the concrete foundation 
walls of the home. Only signs of distress can be noted in the finished surfaces of these walls that may indicate 
foundation movement.  

White powdery efflorescence has been deposited on the interior surface of some of the homes basement 
foundation walls. This indicates that the soil on the exterior of these basement foundation walls has been saturated 
to the point that water has seeped through the homes basement foundation walls over time leaving these salt 
deposits. Correcting the grading and drainage around the exterior of the homes foundation walls should help stop 
this action if it is still active.  

The homes south basement foundation wall has moved inwards approximately one to two inches due to external 
soil pressure. I recommend installing steel beam vertical wall braces along the entire interior length of the homes 
south basement foundation wall to help prevent any additional inward movement of the homes south basement 
foundation wall. I have attached a detail for this type of structural repair (excludes sealing). 

The homes east basement foundation wall appears to be in good structural condition.  

The south, east and north shallow crawlspace foundation walls of the homes east addition appear to be in good 
structural condition when viewed from the crawlspace access in the basement. 

The homes north basement foundation wall has moved inwards less than one inch due to external soil pressure. 
This degree of inward movement is cosmetic and not a structural concern at this time. There was moisture on the 
basement floor adjacent to the homes north basement foundation wall. The homes north basement foundation wall 
appeared dry at the time so water may be seeping in at the basement floor slab/north basement wall interface. 
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The homes west basement foundation wall appears to be in good structural condition.  

The homes basement floor slab appears to be in good condition where visible. 

I saw no other obvious areas of structural concern in the homes interior. 

Recommendations: 

1) Consult a foundation repair expert with regards to repairs required to a) install steel beam vertical wall braces 
to stabilize the inward movement of the homes south basement foundation wall due to soil and water pressure 
b) seal any areas which can allow moisture to migrate through the homes basement foundation walls into the 
basement. I have attached a detail for the type of structural repair (excludes sealing) that can be used to 
reinforce this basement foundation wall. Start beams at four feet from any inside foundation corner then space 
at six foot centers on straight runs. Spacing can be adjusted to line up with floor joist bays and/or to avoid 
interferences such as basement windows, to be able to install the steel beam in a needed location. For floor 
joists running perpendicular to the basement wall, make sure that each steel beam vertical wall brace gets 
centered between the applicable floor joists so wall loads can be shared equally by two floor joists. Failure to 
center the steel beams between the applicable two floor joists can create too much load being transferred into 
a single floor joist and result in floor joist damage.

2) Existing guttering should be clean and functioning properly. I recommend that the below ground portion of 
the homes downspout drains be checked to make sure they are not blocked with debris or silt. I would 
recommend that new seamless metal roof guttering be added to the homes upper roof horizontal roof eaves. 

3) Re-grade any settled soil areas next to the homes foundation walls so water can drain away from the home. 
Read last paragraph regarding grading and backfill.  

4) Re-point any obvious exterior masonry/concrete foundation cracks, as needed, to preserve the walls integrity 
and to prevent water from infiltrating the cracks and causing freeze/thaw damage.  

5) I recommend that the large Cedar tree growing within a few feet from the homes north basement foundation 
wall be removed and the remaining soil be re-graded to help water run to the north away from the homes 
north basement foundation wall. 







FOUNDATION CONTRACTOR LIST 
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Thank you for participating in today’s auction. The auction will be conducted by McCurdy Auction, LLC (“McCurdy”) on 
behalf of the owner of the real estate (the “Seller”). The real estate offered for sale at auction (the “Real Estate”) is fully 
described in the Contract for Purchase and Sale, a copy of which is available for inspection from McCurdy.  

1. Any person who registers or bids at this Auction (the “Bidder”) agrees to be bound by these Terms and Conditions, 
the auction announcements, and, in the event that Bidder is the successful bidder, the Contract for Purchase and 
Sale. 

2. The Real Estate is not offered contingent upon inspections. The Real Estate is offered at public auction in its present, 
“as is where is” condition and is accepted by Bidder without any expressed or implied warranties or representations 
from Seller or McCurdy, including, but not limited to, the following: the condition of the Real Estate; the Real Estate’s 
suitability for any or all activities or uses; the Real Estate’s compliance with any laws, rules, ordinances, regulations, or 
codes of any applicable government authority; the Real Estate’s compliance with environmental protection, pollution, 
or land use laws, rules, regulations, orders, or requirements; the disposal, existence in, on, or under the Real Estate of 
any hazardous materials or substances; or any other matter concerning the Real Estate. It is incumbent upon Bidder 
to exercise Bidder’s own due diligence, investigation, and evaluation of suitability of use for the Real Estate prior to 
bidding. It is Bidder’s responsibility to have any and all desired inspections completed prior to bidding including, but 
not limited to, the following: roof; structure; termite; environmental; survey; encroachments; groundwater; flood 
designation; presence of lead-based paint or lead based paint hazards; presence of radon; presence of asbestos; 
presence of mold; electrical; appliances; heating; air conditioning; mechanical; plumbing (including water well, 
septic, or lagoon compliance); sex offender registry information; flight patterns; or any other desired inspection. 
Bidder acknowledges that Bidder has been provided an opportunity to inspect the Real Estate prior to the auction and 
that Bidder has either performed all desired inspections or accepts the risk of not having done so. Any information 
provided by Seller or McCurdy has been obtained from a variety of sources. Seller and McCurdy have not made 
any independent investigation or verification of the information and make no representation as to its accuracy or 
completeness. In bidding on the Real Estate, Bidder is relying solely on Bidder’s own investigation of the Real Estate 
and not on any information provided or to be provided by Seller or McCurdy.

3. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, to the extent any warranties or representations may be found to 
exist, the warranties or representations are between Seller and Bidder. McCurdy may not be held responsible for the 
correctness of any such representations or warranties or for the accuracy of the description of the Real Estate.There 
will be a 10% buyer’s premium ($1,500.00 minimum) added to the final bid. The buyer’s premium, together with the 
final bid amount, will constitute the total purchase price of the Real Estate.

4. There will be a 10% buyer’s premium ($1,500.00 minimum) added to the final bid. The buyer’s premium, together 
with the final bid amount, will constitute the total purchase price of the Real Estate.

5. The Real Estate is not offered contingent upon financing.

6. In the event that Bidder is the successful bidder, Bidder must immediately execute the Contract for Purchase and Sale 
and tender a nonrefundable earnest money deposit in the form of cash, check, or immediately available, certified 
funds and in the amount set forth by McCurdy. The balance of the purchase price will be due in immediately available, 
certified funds at closing on the specified closing date. The Real Estate must close within 30 days of the date of the 
auction, or as otherwise agreed to by Seller and Bidder.

7. Auction announcements take precedence over anything previously stated or printed, including these Terms and 
Conditions.

8. A bid placed by Bidder will be deemed conclusive proof that Bidder has read, understands, and agrees to be bound 
by these Terms and Conditions.

9. These Terms and Conditions, especially as they relate to the qualifications of potential bidders, are designed for the 
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protection and benefit of Seller and do not create any additional rights or causes of action for Bidder. On a case-by-
case basis, and at the sole discretion of Seller or McCurdy, exceptions to certain Terms and Conditions may be made.

10. In the event Bidder is the successful bidder at the auction, Bidder’s bid constitutes an irrevocable offer to purchase 
the Real Estate and Bidder will be bound by said offer. In the event that Bidder is the successful bidder but fails or 
refuses to execute the Contract for Purchase and Sale, Bidder acknowledges that, at the sole discretion of Seller, 
these signed Terms and Conditions together with the Contract for Purchase and Sale executed by the Seller are to be 
construed together for the purposes of satisfying the statute of frauds and will collectively constitute an enforceable 
agreement between Bidder and Seller for the sale and purchase of the Real Estate.

11. It is the responsibility of Bidder to make sure that McCurdy is aware of Bidder’s attempt to place a bid. McCurdy 
disclaims any liability for damages resulting from bids not spotted, executed, or acknowledged. McCurdy is not 
responsible for errors in bidding and Bidder releases and waives any claims against McCurdy for bidding errors. Once 
a bid has been acknowledged by the auctioneer, the bid cannot be retracted.

12. Bidder authorizes McCurdy to film, photograph, or otherwise record the voice or image of Bidder and any guests 
or minors accompanying Bidder at this auction and to use the films, photographs, recordings, or other information 
about the auction, including the sales price of the Real Estate, for promotional or other commercial purposes.

13. Broker/agent participation is invited. Broker/agents must pre-register with McCurdy no later than 5 p.m. on the 
business day prior to the auction by completing the Broker Registration Form, available on McCurdy’s website.

14. McCurdy is acting solely as agent for Seller and not as an agent for Bidder. McCurdy is not a party to any Contract for 
Purchase and Sale between Seller and Bidder. In no event will McCurdy be liable to Bidder for any damages, including 
incidental or consequential damages, arising out of or related to this auction, the Contract for Purchase and Sale, or 
Seller’s failure to execute or abide by the Contract for Purchase and Sale.

15. Neither Seller nor McCurdy, including its employees and agents, will be liable for any damage or injury to any property 
or person at or upon the premises. Any person entering on the premises assumes any and all risks whatsoever for 
their safety and for any minors or guests accompanying them. Seller and McCurdy expressly disclaim any “invitee” 
relationship and are not responsible for any defects or dangerous conditions on the premises, whether obvious or 
hidden. Seller and McCurdy are not responsible for any lost, stolen, or damaged property.

16. McCurdy reserves the right to establish all bidding increments. 

17. McCurdy may, in its sole discretion, reject, disqualify, or refuse any bid believed to be fraudulent, illegitimate, not 
in good faith, made by someone who is not competent, or made in violation of these Terms and Conditions or 
applicable law. 

18. Bidder represents and warrants that they are bidding on their own behalf and not on behalf of or at the direction of 
Seller. 

19. The Real Estate is offered for sale to all persons without regard to race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status, 
or national origin.

20. These Terms and Conditions are binding on Bidder and on Bidder’s partners, representatives, employees, successors, 
executors, administrators, and assigns.

21. In the event that any provision contained in these Terms and Conditions is determined to be invalid, illegal, or 
unenforceable by a court of competent jurisdiction, the validity, legality, and enforceability of the remaining provisions 
of the Terms and Conditions will not be in any way impaired.

22. These Terms and Conditions are to be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of Kansas, but without 
regard to Kansas’s rules governing conflict of laws. Exclusive venue for all disputes lies in either the Sedgwick County, 
Kansas District Court or the United States District Court in Wichita, Kansas. Bidder submits to and accepts the 
jurisdiction of such courts.

V (12/19)



Guide to auction costs
THE SELLER CAN EXPECT TO PAY
•	 Half	of	the	Owner’s	Title	Insurance
•	 Half	of	the	Title	Company’s	Closing	Fee
•	 Real	Estate	Commission	(If Applicable)

•	 Advertising	Costs
•	 Payoff	of	All	Loans,	Including	Accrued	Interest,	

Statement	Fees,	Reconveyance	Fees	and	Any	
Prepayment	Penalties

•	 Any	Judgments,	Tax	Liens,	etc.	Against	the	Seller
•	 Recording	Charges	Required	to	Convey	Clear	Title

•	 Any	Unpaid	Taxes	and	Tax	Proration	for	the	Current	Year
•	 Any	Unpaid	Homeowner’s	Association	Dues
•	 Rent	Deposits	and	Prorated	Rents	(If Applicable)

THE BUYER CAN GENERALLY EXPECT TO PAY
•	 Half	of	the	Owner’s	Title	Insurance
•	 Half	of	the	Title	Company’s	Closing	Fee
•	 10%	Buyer’s	Premium	(If Applicable)

•	 Document	Preparation	(If Applicable)

•	 Notary	Fees	(If Applicable)

•	 Recording	Charges	for	All	Documents	in	Buyer’s	Name
•	 Homeowner’s	Association	Transfer	/	Setup	Fee  

(If Applicable)

•	 All	New	Loan	Charges (If Obtaining Financing)

•	 Lender’s	Title	Policy	Premiums	(If Obtaining Financing)

•	 Homeowner’s	Insurance	Premium	for	First	Year
•	 All	Prepaid	Deposits	for	Taxes,	Insurance,	PMI,	etc.		

(If Applicable)

wHAT TO EXPECT
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